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ABSTRACT
The availability of access to Integrated Circuits’ scan chain is an inevitable requirement of modern ICs

for testability/debugging purposes. However, leaving access to the scan chain OPEN resulted in numerous

security threats on ICs. It raises challenging concerns particularly when the secret asset, like secret

information, is placed within the chip, such as the keys of cryptographic algorithms, or similarly logic

obfuscation key. So, to combat these threats, numerous secure scan chain architectures have been proposed

in the literature to prevent any unauthorized access to the scan chain. They also keep the availability of the

scan chain for testability/debugging. In this paper, we first show why a secure scan chain architecture is

required when security primitives, like logic obfuscation, are in place. Then, we provide a holistic overview

of all secure scan chain architectures starting from preliminary methods introduced when cryptography is

in place and the adversary threat model is very limited. It is then followed by newer and more advanced

methods introduced when logic obfuscation is in place and the adversary threat model is much stronger.

Hence, we have more concentration on the architecture proposed more recently on logic obfuscation. We

evaluate all secure scan chain architectures in terms of security and resiliency, testability/debugging time

and complexity, and area/power/delay overhead.

INDEX TERMS Hardware Security, Cryptography, Logic obfuscation, Secure Scan Chain

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ever-increasing and huge cost of building and recur-

ring maintenance of a new semiconductor foundry, has

pushed many design houses to become fabless [1]. However,

due to the lack of reliable monitoring and trustworthiness

to offshore fabrication and testing processes, many security

threats have emerged such as IP piracy, reverse engineering,

counterfeiting, and IC overproduction [2]. To combat these

hardware security threats, among various hardware design-
for-trust (DfTr) techniques, logic obfuscation [3] engages a

form of post-manufacturing programmability in the design,

which ensures that the correct functionality will not be re-

vealed without the programming value referred to as the

key. In logic obfuscation, the correct key is either stored in

a tamper-proof non-volatile memory (tpNVM) or generated

using a physical unclonable function (PUF), and will be

initiated after fabrication via a trusted party.

A. SAT ATTACK AS A TURNING POINT IN LOGIC
OBFUSCATION

The introduction of primitive logic obfuscation solutions,

such as RLL (random-based insertion) and SLL (no-

sensitizable insertion) [3]–[6], was considering a reliable

proactive solution against hardware security threats. How-

ever, in 2015, considering that the access to the scan chain

of the circuit is OPEN for the test/debug purposes, a new

and powerful attack based on Boolean satisfiability (SAT)

was formulated that completely threatened the security of the

existing logic obfuscation schemes [7], [8].

In the SAT attack, as an oracle-guided attack, the adver-

sary has access to (1) one successfully reverse-engineered

yet locked netlist, and (2) the activated/functional circuit

with OPEN access to its scan chain architecture. By getting

inspiration from the miter circuit in the formal verification

process, in the SAT attack, a SAT solver is employed it-
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eratively to rule out the incorrect keys. In each iteration

of the SAT attack, the SAT solver finds a specific input,

called discriminating (distinguishing) input patterns (DIP),

that distinguish between two sets of keys, where at least

one set of them is incorrect. By applying each DIP to the

activated/functional circuit, the adversary is able to invalidate

(rule out) the incorrect set(s) before the next iteration. This

process continues until the SAT solver cannot find a new DIP.

At this point, any key that generates the correct output for the

set of found DIP is the correct key. In general, the SAT attack

could eliminate all incorrect keys within a few iterations (a

few minutes), leading to retrieving the correct functionality

of the circuit.

B. POST-SAT OBFUSCATION COUNTERMEASURES
The main strength of the SAT attack comes from two im-

portant factors: (1) The pruning power of each DIP (each

iteration of the SAT attack) is very high. In fact, the portion

of incorrect keys that would be ruled out per each iteration is

big leading to termination (successful de-obfuscation) within

a few iterations (few minutes). (2) The access to the scan

chain is NOT restricted, which helps the adversary to apply

the SAT attack for each combinational logic part of the circuit

separately (independently).

Considering these two factors, there are two main groups

of countermeasures that have been introduced in the literature

to show how a logic obfuscation technique could be built to

defeat the SAT attack. One group tries to either weaken the

pruning power of DIPs or introduce a solution that could not

be formulated by the SAT attack (behavioral obfuscation).

However, the main focus of the second group of countermea-

sures, on the other hand, is to restrict any unauthorized access

to the scan chain to completely invalidate the possibility of

engaging the SAT the attack.

C. WEAKENING/DISABLING THE SAT ATTACK
As mentioned previously, the first group of countermeasures

tries to weaken/disable the SAT attack. Since having access

to the scan chain does not provide any advantage for the

adversary in this group of countermeasures, there is no

concern for the designer to leave the scan chain architecture

OPEN [15], [23]–[31], [37]–[41]. These countermeasures

could be categorized into three main sub-groups: (1) point-

function structure, (2) cyclic and behavioral obfuscation, and

(3) routing obfuscation.

1) point-function (PF) structure
This sub-group exponentially increases the number of re-

quired SAT iterations, such as Anti-SAT, SARLock, and

SFLL [23]–[25]. In such techniques, by using point-function

structure, the SAT attack is able to rule out few incorrect

keys (the best case is ONE incorrect key) per each iteration

(per each DIP). Hence, similar to a brute force attack, the

SAT attack faces an exponential runtime. However, these

techniques suffer from various structural vulnerabilities that

were eventually exploited to break them, such as SPS, re-

moval, bypass, and FALL attack [9], [11], [42], [43]. Besides,

these techniques suffer from very low output corruption.

Due to the low output corruptibility, the error probability

is exponentially small. Hence, the adversary could also rely

on approximate key with an extremely low error rate, which

could be found by approximate-based SAT attacks [10], [44].

2) Cyclic and Behavioral Obfuscation
Since the input format of the SAT solver is conjunctive

normal form (CNF), which is a specific Boolean description

of a problem, a SAT attack works perfectly fine if the logic

obfuscation is of Boolean nature. Also, since the SAT solver

works on directed acyclic graphs (DAG), it is only applicable

to cycle-free circuits. Hence, in some recent obfuscation

techniques, the behavioral properties of the circuit (such as

timing) have been targeted that cannot be translated to CNF

[29]. In some other techniques, the key-programmable cycles

are added into the design, which traps the SAT solver in an

infinite loop [26]–[28], [37], [38]. Although these solutions

defeat the SAT attack, further investigation shows that this

breed of obfuscation techniques is already broken using SMT

attack [14], [45], timingSAT [46], and SAT-based attacks on

cyclic obfuscation [12], [13], [47].

3) Routing Obfuscation
In the third sub-group, to weaken the SAT attack, the main

aim of the obfuscation is to increase the complexity of the

SAT problem, thereby the run-time of each iteration of the

SAT solver would be increased substantially [15], [30], [31].

In such techniques, by exploiting the strength of symmetric

routing structures, such as permutation networks or cross-

bars, the complexity of the SAT circuit per each iteration

would be increased significantly. Some preliminary methods

in this group have been broken already using newer attacks

[15], [16], [48]. However, further studies on routing-based

obfuscation techniques show that combination (twisting) of

the routing obfuscation with logic obfuscation could help to

reduce the vulnerability of routing-based obfuscation tech-

niques against newer attacks [15], [48].

D. RESTRICTING UNAUTHORIZED SCAN ACCESS
As shown in Table 1, although all three previously discussed

sub-groups explore the obfuscation solution space without

the necessity of restricting access to the scan chain, all of

them suffer from a newer attack or incur prohibited overhead.

Hence, a few recent studies move towards the investigation of

restricting scan access while the logic obfuscation is in place.

In fact, since access to the scan chain is required to make

the SAT attack applicable to obfuscated circuits, the second

group of countermeasures tries to block any unauthorized

access to the scan chain [19], [20], [32], [35], [49]–[51].

After restricting the access to the scan chain, the adver-

sary has to rely on primary inputs/outputs (PI/PO) for de-

obfuscation purpose. Also, since the SAT attack is no longer

applicable when the scan chain access is restricted, such
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TABLE 1: Comparison of State-of-the-art Logic Obfuscation Techniques: Why Securing Scan is Required?

Defense
Corrupt

Resilient against ⇓
Logic

Test/Implementation Issues

ibility SAT Removal Approx. FALL cycSAT icySAT SMT CP&SAT NNgSAT seq-SAT Shift&Leak Scan Unlock Overhead
Limitation

Test Test
[7] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17], [18] [19], [20] [21], [22] Complexity Time

point-func
SARLock [23]

low �
�

�
�

� � � � � N/A N/A N/A low NO change NO change lowAnti-SAT [24] � �
SFLL [25] � �

Cyclic [26]

high � � � �

� � �

� � N/A N/A N/A high

NO change NO change low
cyclic/ SRCLock [27] � � � NO change NO change low
behavior Mem-Cyclic [28] � � � NO change NO change low

DLL [29] � � � NO change NO change low

Cross-lock [30] very high
� � � � � � �

� �
N/A N/A N/A

very high
NO change NO change lowrouting Full-Lock [31] very high � � very high

InterLock [15] very high � � high

EFF+RLL [32]

high � � � � � � � � �

� � � low NO change NO change low
FORTIS+SLL [33] � � � moderate test coverage NO change low

secure R-DFS+SLL [34] � � � moderate 1 extra test pins NO change low
scan MSSD+RLL [19] � � � moderate 1 extra test pins key init high

DynScan+SLL [35] � � � high trusted tester∗ NO change low

kt-DFS+SLL [20] � � � moderate 3 extra test pins+ NO change low
DisORC+TRLL [36] � � � moderate trusted tester∗ NO change low

key init: In MSSD, since any form of shift operation has been blocked after key loading, a sys_rst is required for each test pattern, which results in extremely high test time.
∗: For better efficacy in terms of functional test time/complexity, tester MUST be trusted to have access to the scan chain (Please refer to Section II)
+: kt-DFS requires THREE extra pins that extremely affects placement, routing, and die size of the chip obfuscated using this technique.
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FIGURE 1: Attacks and Countermeasures in Logic obfuscation: Classifica-
tion

techniques show that engaging a simple traditional logic

obfuscation, such as SLL [4], significantly enhances the

robustness against any form of de-obfuscation, particularly

SAT-driven attacks. As shown in Table 1, the resiliency

provided by this group of solutions is more reliable compared

to that of the first group. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, this group

of solutions could be categorized into two main sub-groups,

called scan chain blockage and scan chain obfuscation.

E. THE SURVEY OVERVIEW

Design and implementation of secure scan chain architec-

tures in the presence of logic obfuscation have received

significant attention in recent years. In this survey paper,

we will provide a holistic overview of this breed of coun-

termeasures in terms of security, test time/complexity, and

overhead. Since securing the scan chain was first originated

in the presence of cryptographic engines, there exist some

survey papers that review and evaluate such techniques [52].

However, unlike such literature review that focuses on the

techniques that relied on an outdated and very limited threat

model, in this survey paper, we first review and evaluate

all secure scan chain architectures in crypto systems. Then,

with much more concentration on security assets in logic

obfuscation, we will step down further to review and evaluate

secure scan chain architectures in the presence of logic obfus-

cation, which rely on a much stronger threat model. We will

show that many of the primitive secure scan chain techniques

in crypto systems fail to keep the resiliency against the

adversary with the capability of the newer threat model.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section

II, we first outline the necessity of having the scan chain

architecture for test/debug purposes. In Section III, we then

demonstrate the origin of scan chain restriction applied for

the protection of sensitive data in cryptography, such as the

protection of the key of symmetric/asymmetric encryption

algorithms. Although the threat model/assumptions in this

group of solutions are not valid (Not strong enough) at

this time, in Section IV, we demonstrate the similarity of

many of the current secure scan chain architectures while

the threat model is relatively stronger. Secure scan chain

architectures in the presence of the logic obfuscation could

be categorized into two main groups. First, Section V shows

the efficiency of scan obfuscation methods, while Section

VI summarizes the scan blockage methods. In Section VII,

we assess and compare all secure scan chain architectures

either in crypto systems or obfuscated circuits in terms of

security, test time/complexity, and overhead. We also draw a

big picture regarding the future direction and opportunities in

this topic. Finally, we conclude this survey in Section VIII.
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II. IC TESTABILITY USING DFT-BASED TECHNIQUES
Having access to the internal parts of the circuit for test/debug

purposes is fully inevitable in modern/complex ICs. Design-

for-Testability (DFT)-based ASIC design provides this ca-

pability for the designers by adding scan (register) chain

structures into the circuit. The DFT-based scan chain archi-

tecture has been widely used in most modern ICs. Even in

cryptographic circuits, which have very sensitive informa-

tion, such as encryption key, to have a high fault coverage,

the test/debug step requires access to the scan chain to

control and observe the internal states of the design-under-

test (DUT). The full controllability and observability require-

ment in DFT-based (scan-based) testing, however, might pose

security threats to ICs with security assets, such as obfuscated

circuits that keep their own secret, i.e. the obfuscation key.
In modern ICs, different test capabilities must be pro-

vided to enhance the efficiency of validation/verification

and test/debug flow. However, in the presence of security

assets like logic obfuscation key, these capabilities require

to be reconsidered from the security perspective as well as

testability:

1) Manufacturing (structural) test: Almost all ICs re-

quire the manufacturing test (scan-based) prior to be-

ing released to the field. The scan-based manufactur-

ing test is utilized for stuck-at faults. Manufacturing

test patterns (and their corresponding outputs) could

be generated using automated test pattern generators

(ATPGs) at the design house (trusted side), and then

could be sent out to the tester (could be outsourced

and untrusted) for the evaluation of fault coverage.

During manufacturing test, security assets like logic

obfuscation key could be set to any arbitrary value

(determined by ATPG). This option allows the designer

to consider key values as extra primary inputs and set

them as controlling values to maximize the fault cov-

erage. Hence, when logic obfuscation (or any security

asset) is in place, the access to the scan chain is not

required to be limited for the structural test, and there is

no need for having the correct key for detecting stuck-

at faults.

2) Full in-field (functional) test: As its name implies,

during the in-field functional test, a set of functional

test vectors is required to check the correctness of

the functionality of the design. It also could be done

before releasing the chip into the field. Hence, when

the logic obfuscation (or any security asset) is in place,

the correct key is needed for the functional test. So, it

is inevitably required that the design does not leak key

information to its PO while it is in functional mode.

Although the functional test could be done through

PI/PO, and scan access is not necessarily required,

many studies in the literature show that the efficiency

of the in-field (functional) test could be significantly

higher (in terms of performance and complexity) when

the scan chains are available. For instance, during the

functional test, it is required for each macro (IP) to

be initialized to the desired state. Setting that state

of a complex and huge circuit through PI becomes a

major challenge and could potentially take millions of

clock cycles to load the desired value in all internal FFs

[34], [36], [53]. Thus, to avoid significantly increasing

test time for functional testing and considering that

tester time is a major contributor to the final cost of an

IC, having access to the scan chain in massive-scale IC

testing becomes an economically forced requirement.

But we acknowledge that functional testing without

having scan access and utilizing PI/PO is still possible

and such an approach may be used for testing low-

volume production yet sensitive hardware.

III. PRIMITIVE SECURE SCAN CHAIN ARCHITECTURES
In the last decade, there have been a number of scan-based

attacks on various cryptosystems (such as DES [54], AES

[55], [56], RSA [57] and etc.). Since scan chains directly

reveal the internal state of the logic blocks, it is considered

as a general threat to stream cipher, and attackers can use

them to perform IP piracy. Hence, securing the scan chain

architecture is required when a piece of secret information

is placed within the DUT. Many primitive secure scan chain

architectures are introduced for crypto engines with secret

assets, like encryption keys. In this section, we evaluate these

primitive methods which all relied on a weak and outdated

threat model.

A. THREAT MODEL AND ASSUMPTION
The threat model and assumption in cryptosystems could be

enumerated as follows:

1) The adversary is not able to de-package the chip and

probe the internal signals.

2) The adversary is familiar with the crypto algorithm.

3) The adversary is able to run the circuit in normal

(functional) mode and in scan (test) mode, and switch

between the two modes at any clock cycle.

4) The adversary could access to the scan chain in-

puts/outputs (SI/SO). Hence, (s)he can shift data into

internal scan chains through SI and receive the updated

internal data for observation through SO.

5) The scan chain structure is unknown to the adversary.

Considering this threat model, various countermeasures

have been proposed to combat scan-based attacks on crypto

systems. At first, many of the countermeasures are limited to

just manipulating the structure of the scan chain with rely-

ing on the assumption that the internal assessment through

reverse-engineering or/and probing is not possible. However,

more recent countermeasures engage scan key obfuscation to

avoid this confined assumption.

B. FLIPPING THE SCAN CHAIN USING STATIC
INVERTER NETWORKS
One of the early attempts to manipulate the scan chain is a

flipped scan [58]. As shown in Fig. 2, a certain number of
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inverters are statically inserted between randomly selected

scan flip-flops (SFF), which change the scan data (initial

state) during shifting in/out. However, the work in [59]

proved that the positions of the statically inserted inverters

could be determined easily by resetting all SFFs. Specifically,

if the chip is reset, all SFFs are initialized to zero. Then, the

adversary obtains the SO pattern by running the chip under

test (shift) mode. The SO pattern would look like a series of

0’s interleaved with a series of 1’s because of the reversion

of the inverters. By analyzing the SO pattern, the locations of

the inserted inverters could be pinpointed.

SFF SFF SFFSFF SFF
SI SO

SFF

FIGURE 2: Manipulating the Scan Chain Structure using Statically Inserted
Inverter Gates (Flipped Scan) [58].

C. FEEDBACK XOR IN SCAN CHAIN
To remove the possibility of pinpointing the location of

manipulation in the scan chain structure, the work in [59]

inserted certain feedback XORed signals within the scan

chain. As shown in Fig. 3 (left part of the scan chain), one

of the inputs to each XOR gate is the present input of the

SFF from the one preceding it in the chain while the other

input is the current output of the SFF. In this technique, the

inversion would be data-dependent, and conditionally inverts

the present input based on the past input. This configuration

passes the reset-based attack on the flipped scan architecture,

as in case of reset, SO pattern will be all zeros, i.e., the XOR

gates become transparent.

After the introduction of the feedback XOR scan, the work

in [60] showed that this scheme is still vulnerable because

the adversary is able to determine the number and positions

of the XOR gates in the scan chain. So, Double feedback

XOR scan is proposed in [60] to overcome this weakness. As

shown in Fig. 3 (right part of the scan chain), this scheme is

very similar to the previous feedback XOR scan and the only

difference is that the outputs of two downstream SFFs are fed

back to the XOR gate.

The weakness of the double Feedback XOR scan is shown

in [61], which introduces a new technique that deduces the lo-

cations of the inserted XOR gate in the double feedback XOR

scan chain architecture. As a countermeasure, the author in

[61] proposed random-based XOR scan architecture (rXOR)

that is shown in Fig. 4. In this countermeasure, a MUX,

whose selector signal is generated by a physical unclonable

function (PUF), is inserted at the end of every double feed-

back XOR gate. Based on the PUF response, the MUX would

select the input from the preceding SFF or double feedback

XORed signal. Unlike all previous techniques that statically

manipulate the structure of the scan chain, the introduction

of MUX and PUF improves the randomness and security

of this design. Since the PUF response is known to either

the designer, or a valid end-user, or the tester, as expected

SI SO
SFFSFF SFF SFF SFF SFF

Single Feedback DOUBLE Feedback

FIGURE 3: Manipulating the Scan Chain Structure using Single/DOUBLE
feedback XORed Signals [59], [60].

responses to their challenges, the structure of the scan chain

would be known. However, there is still a big limitation on

the assumption that the tester must be a trusted party.

SI SO
SFF SFF SFF SFF SFFSFF0

1
0
1

PUFCounter

FIGURE 4: Manipulating the Scan Chain Structure using PUF-based feed-
back XORed Signals with Randomness [61].

D. STATE DEPENDENT SCAN FLIP-FLOP
Although PUF-based rXOR adds randomness into the manip-

ulation mechanism, it still behaves statically, and the changes

are only based on the PUF responses to its challenges. Hence,

the work in [62] proposed the state dependent SFF (SDSFF),

which is a secure scan chain architecture that is able to

change the structure of the scan chain dynamically using tem-

poral dependency and the position where inverters or XORs

are inserted is changed virtually and dynamically. In SDSFF

as shown in Fig. 5, based on load signal, the SFF value

would be loaded into the latch. During the scan (shift) mode,

the output of the latch would be XORed with the previous

SFF before being shifted to the next SFF. The SDSFF can

change the value of scan output using latch memorizing a past

state of the SFF dynamically. To attack this SDSFF-based

design, the adversary has to know the number of SDSFFs, the

positions of SDSFFs, and the time of data change in latches.

To conceal the timing of latches update, and to eliminate the

external controllability of data loading into the latches, an

improved SDSFF has been introduced, which updates each

latch for every N clock cycles.

SI SFF

Load

SFF

Latch
Load

SFF

Latch
Load

SFF
SO

Latch

FIGURE 5: Dynamically Manipulating the Scan Chain Structure using
State Dependent Scan Flip-Flop (SDSFF) [62].

E. SCRAMBLED SECURE SCAN
The key-based manipulation of the scan chain structure (It

could be called scan chain obfuscation) was first introduced

in [63], where a key-based scrambling mechanism deter-

mines the order of SFFs. In key-based scan chain scrambling,
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the SI/SO of the selected SFFs is permuted. To scramble the

scan chains, as shown in Fig. 6, MUXes are added between

selected SFFs, where the SI of the selected SFFij (located on

scan chain j, scan slice i) is fed by the output of a MUX. The

inputs to the MUX come from any two (or more) SFFs from

the (i − 1)th scan slice. The MUX selector is a key bit that

controls the ordering of scan path fragments. A scrambling

controller generates the control signals of the MUXes. Dur-

ing the test mode, a test key allows certifying the validity of

the mode of operation. The scrambler controller reads this

key and generates adequate control signals to connect the

scan chain segment based on the correct sequence. In any

other mode of operation, or when the test key is not valid, the

scrambling controller sends random values to the multiplexer

control inputs. However, since scan segments are connected,

as the sub-chain length decreases, this technique will create

significant logic and routing overhead.

SFF SFF SFF SFF

SI SO

Test Key Random Data

Combinational Logic

Scan Chain Scrambler

(a) The Overview of Scrambled Scan Architecture
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FIGURE 6: Key-based Scan Chain Scrambling. Correct paths: in green,
Red, and Purple [63].

F. INTEGRATION OF TEST KEY WITH SCAN CHAIN
Another key-based low-cost secure scan (LCSS) solution was

proposed in [64], in which the state of the scan chain is

dependent on a test key that is integrated into all test vectors.

As shown in Fig. 7, this design composes of three compo-

nents: scan chain integrated with dummy flip-flops (DFF),

key checking logic module (KCL), and random bit genera-

tor (RBG). DFFs are added allowing the tester/designer to

use the same key for every test vector. DFFs are designed

similarly to SFFs except that there is no connection to the

combinational logic. DFFs must be checked concurrently by

the combinational KCL, and if the test key fails to be checked

by KCL (incorrect test key), the RBG will make the scan

chain output unpredictable using randomness. The similar

idea is also used in [65] and [66].

SI SO
SFFSFF DFF DFF SFF SFFSFF

KCL RGB

FIGURE 7: Integration of Test Key with The Scan Chain Structure [64].

G. DECOUPLING SENSITIVE DATA USING MIRROR KEY
REGISTER
Decoupling the sensitive (critical) data from regular data was

first introduced in [55], which is implemented using dupli-

cated sensitive registers, called mirror key register (MKR).

MKR prevents entering any sensitive data to the scan chain

during test mode. By isolating the sensitive data using a finite

state machine, this architecture distinguishes between the

insecure state and the secure state of the scan chain. When the

circuit is in the insecure mode, the MKRs operate as regular

SFF, and test vectors would be scanned in and the test result

would be scanned out. However, when the circuit is in secure

mode, the MKRs load the secret-key information, and the

contents of MKRs cannot be scanned out until being reset.

As shown in Fig. 8, when Load_Key signal is 1, the input of

the MKR is locked to the secret key, and any operation that

writes to or scans the MKR is disabled.

0
1

0
1

FF
SI

data

mode Load_key

key

SO

Combinational 
Logic

Combinational 
Logic

(MKR)

FIGURE 8: Decoupling the Sensitive Data using the MKR structure [55].

H. DIVISION OF SCAN CHAIN TO SUB-CHAINS WITH
RANDOMNESS
In some secure scan chain architectures, the division of scan

chains into several sub-chains has been introduced, in which

the filling of the sub-chains would be controlled based on a

random source. In sub-chain based scan architecture in [67],

the scan chain is divided into smaller sub-chains of equal

length. The important point in this architecture is that the

test vectors are not sequentially shifted into each sub-chain

but rather a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) performs a

pseudo-random selection of a sub-chain to be filled.

Fig. 9 shows a general architecture for this technique. As

shown, the LFSR value would be used as the controllers of

the sub-chains, and as the selector of the MUX. When the

circuit is in secure mode, the sub-chains would be selected

based on a predictable and non-sequential order. However,

when the circuit is in insecure mode, the user attempting

to access the scan chain is considered untrustworthy until

deemed otherwise with a correct test key. Unless the test

key is entered and confirmed to be correct, the LFSR will
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unpredictably select sub-chains, presenting the user with

false information about the scan chain.

SOFSM

Test Key 
Comparator

Decoder

LFSR

Subchain-1
Subchain-2

Subchain-m

M
U

X

TSC

Enable

FIGURE 9: Sub-chains based secure scan [67].

Similarly, the work in [68] proposed a random order scan

(ROS), which change the connection order of sub-chains

virtually/dynamically. Fig. 10 shows the ROS architecture,

in which a long scan chain is divided into several short sub-

chains. All the sub-chains would receive the scan input from

the same external SI. In ROS, only the selected sub-chain

is activated, while the others are clock gates using enable

signal. Hence, a controller is designed to generate enable

signal allowing only one sub-chain to be activated at a time.

Subchain-1 Subchain-2 Subchain-m

SI

EN1 EN2 ENm

CLK

MUX

SO

EN1..m

FIGURE 10: Random Order Scan [68].

However, the work in [69] has proven that designs by

obfuscating scan chain order cannot provide sufficient secu-

rity as predicted, and it is demonstrated that such counter-

measures are vulnerable to signature attacks [57]. Signature

attacks do not rely on the information of the scan chain order,

and they show that as long as complete scan chain states are

obtained, these designs may be cracked by attackers.

I. PARTIAL SECURE SCAN CHAIN ARCHITECTURE
By getting the benefit of combinational ATPG, a partial

secure scan chain architecture has been introduced in [70],

in which a particular set of SFFs are removed from the scan

chain such that the resulting kernel, which refers to the se-

quential circuit without the scan chain, belongs to balanced-

structures. Hence, the sequential kernel with delayless wires

could be tested using combinational ATPG. However, this

approach is only applicable to pipelined circuits with limited

feedback and feedforward connections.

Although, this partial secure scan chain architecture limits

test engineers from controlling and observing the internal

states of the circuits, which reduces the testability coverage,

the work in [71] proposed another partial secure scan design

that addresses this issue. In this architecture, those SFFs that

storing sensitive information would be removed from the full

scan chain. Hence, the adversary is not able to get access to

such sensitive information. Fig. 11 depicts the architecture of

the partial scan proposed in [71], which consists of four major

components: (1) The partial scan chain contains SFFs with

no sensitive data, (2) the SFFs removed from the scan chain

with sensitive data, which are connected to the DUT but not

to the SIs/SOs, (3) a FSM that controls the value of the un-

chained SFFs, which provides the tester full controllability

to the unchained SFFs, and (4) a LFSR that stores a backup

copy of the removed SFFs to ensure the observability of

them. Meanwhile, the output of the LFSR is XORed with

the partial scan chain output. Without knowing the state of

the FSM and the config of the LFSR, the adversary cannot

control and observe the value in the unchained flip-flops.
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FIGURE 11: Partial Secure Scan [71].

IV. MORE ADVANCED SECURE SCAN CHAIN
ARCHITECTURES IN THE PRESENCE OF LOGIC
OBFUSCATION
Many of the secure scan chain architectures, particularly

those were introduced for crypto systems, which are elab-

orated in the section III, rely on an outdated and very

limited threat model described in Section III-A. One big

assumption of this threat model is that the scan chain struc-

ture is unknown to the adversary. However, many recent

studies demonstrate and validate the possibility of success-

fully reverse-engineering an IC and a PCB via delayering,

imaging, annotation, and netlist extraction [72], [73]. Thus,

since the adversary has access to the successfully reverse-

engineered netlist, many of the previously discussed secure

scan architectures would be invalid, particularly those archi-

tectures that manipulated the scan chain structure without the

insertion of the key, such as flipped scan, feedback XORed

scan, and state dependent scan.
Similar to crypto systems that require a protection tech-

nique for the sensitive data during the test/debug phase, such

as the encryption key, having a secure scan chain architecture

in the presence of logic obfuscation is inevitable. Moreover, it

gets worse in the logic obfuscation when one requirement of

the SAT attack is having access to the scan chain [7]. Hence,
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not only for protecting the obfuscation key but also to resist

against the SAT attack, having a secure/restricted scan chain

architecture in the presence of logic obfuscation techniques is

mandatory. Since de-obfuscation using the SAT attack relies

on the fact that the adversary has access to a successfully

yet locked reverse-engineered netlist, hence, compared to

the threat model for secure scan chain architecture in crypto

systems, the threat model and assumptions in this category

would be much stronger.

A. THREAT MODEL AND ASSUMPTION
The most prevalent threat model in the presence of the logic

obfuscation could be enumerated as follows:

1) The designer is trusted, i.e., the personnel and the tools

used in the design house are trustworthy.

2) The foundry and the end-user are untrusted.

3) The adversary has access to the successfully reversed-

engineered but locked netlist.

4) The adversary is able to purchase the unlocked/licensed

functional chip from the market, so (s)he could apply

any desired inputs to an unlocked/licensed chip and

monitor the correct outputs.

5) The adversary knows the logic obfuscation technique,

as well as the location of the key gates. The obfuscation

key is the only unknown value to the adversary.

B. SCAN CHAIN BLOCKAGE VS. SCAN CHAIN
OBFUSCATION
Securing the scan chain architecture in the presence of the

logic obfuscation could be categorized into two main groups:

(1) Blocking the scan chain after activation process, and

(2) independently obfuscating the scan chain. It is worth

mentioning that in both cases, an obfuscation technique has

already been applied to the circuit. Hence, as shown in

Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, in both cases, the combinational logic

is already obfuscated, and the obfuscation key (functional

key) is initiated and stored into a tamper-proof non-volatile

memory (tpNVM) after fabrication via a trusted party.

Similar to the scan-based attacks on crypto systems, by

getting the benefit of the access to the internal states using

PO0

POm-1

SFF

SI ... SFF

tpNVM

PI0

PIn-1

tpNVM

scan chain
structure

SO

Combinational Logic
(Locked)

Scan Chain Key

Functional Key

FIGURE 12: Scan Chain Obfuscation Mechanism.
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SFF

tpNVM

PIn-1

scan chain structure

SO

Combinational Logic
(Locked)

Functional Key

SFF ...

SO is blocked using a blockage circuitry

FIGURE 13: Scan Chain Blockage Mechanism.

the scan chain, the adversary is able to retrieve the functional

key. The SAT attack is an obvious example of this point

of vulnerability/threat. Hence, many recent studies on logic

obfuscation started to explore the solution space, including

scan chain obfuscation as well as scan chain blockage, for

restricting the access to the scan chain while the logic ob-

fuscation is in place. Fig. 12 demonstrates the architectural

overview of the scan chain obfuscation. Similarly, Fig. 13

shows the architectural overview of the scan chain blockage.

As shown in Fig. 12, the scan chain paths are locked in the

scan chain obfuscation, and similar to functional key, the scan

chain key must be initiated/stored in tpNVM. To lock the

scan chain paths, different mechanisms have been studied in

the literature. For instance, similar to scrambled secure scan

architecture described in Section III-E, the order/sequence

of the scan registers could be obfuscated, and the correct

key value establishes the correct order/sequence. In the next

section, we will review some of the mechanisms in this breed

of obfuscation, such as encrypt-FF and DOS [32], [74].

In scan chain blocked architecture, on the other hand,

as shown in Fig. 13, the SO is blocked using a blockage

circuitry. By using blockage architecture, the access to the

scan chain pins become limited after activation/unlocking of

the obfuscated circuit. In the following, we comprehensively

review and compare these two groups of solutions in terms of

security, overhead, and test complexity.

V. OBFUSCATING THE SCAN CHAIN IN THE PRESENCE
OF LOGIC OBFUSCATION
To obfuscate the scan chain, similar to the logic obfuscation

flow, the desired key-based gates (key gates) must be added

within the scan chain path. However, unlike logic obfusca-

tion, which could be done either during the design step or

post-synthesis step, scan chain obfuscation must be done

after design-for-testability (DFT) synthesis, where the scan

chain structure has been inserted into the design.

Considering that the scan chain is obfuscated, the adver-

sary has no longer the capability of loading the initial state

into SFFs without having the correct scan chain key. (S)he is

also no longer able to monitor the updated value of the SFFs

8 VOLUME x, 2021
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FIGURE 14: Encrypt Flip-Flop strategy [32].

after one-cycle capture mode. Hence, the SAT attack and all

other attacks that require access to the scan chain would fail

after applying the scan obfuscation on a circuit.

A. ENCRYPT FLIP-FLOP
The primitive solution for obfuscating the scan chain was

introduced in [32], called encrypt flip-flop (EFF), which

obfuscates the outputs of a list of selected SFFs. As shown

in Fig. 14, the output of SFFs are obfuscated using MUX21

controlled by the key. The inputs of the MUX are connected

to Q and Q̄, and its output is connected to the next logic

level. A wrong key-input propagates an inverted input to the

next logic level, which leads to an erroneous functionality of

the circuit. Also, a placement strategy has been introduced

in EFF to be used instead of the random placement that may

expose a design to the adversary.

Considering that the adversary (especially an end-user) can

handle/manipulate the key, it could be set to the desired value

that has no toggle. The key determines which connections

have the inverters, and in this case, the overall architecture

would be similar to the flipped scan in the cryptosystem.

However, it is worth mentioning that handling/manipulating

the key is relatively impractical in case of logic/scan obfus-

cation. The key values come from a tpNVM that would be

initiated after fabrication via a trusted party, and after the

reverse engineering, the content of these memories would be

wiped out, and there is no way to reduce this countermeasure

to a simpler approach like the flipped scan.

B. DYNAMICALLY OBFUSCATED SCAN
Unlike EFF that obfuscates the scan chain statically, a dy-

namically obfuscated scan (DOS) architecture is first pro-

posed in [74]. Also, unlike EFF that engages MUX-based key

gates, in DOS, the scan data is obfuscated using XOR gates,

and one input of the XOR gates is controlled dynamically

by an obfuscation key generated by a linear feedback shift

register (LFSR). The overall structure of DOS is very similar

to the PUF-based feedback XOR structure in crypto systems.

However, unlike the PUF-based feedback XOR structure that

engages the output of a counter as the input challenge to the

PUF, in DOS, a control unit has been used to determine the

update frequency of the obfuscation key that is generated by

the dynamic module (the LFSR).

The dynamically obfuscated scan architecture is composed

of a LFSR, a shadow chain with XOR gates, and a control

unit as illustrated in Fig. 15. In this architecture, based on

these three major components, the obfuscation flow of the

DOS follows these steps:

1) During the initialization, a control vector is loaded to

both the LFSR and the control unit (a seed for the

LFSR and a vector to determine the obfuscation key

update frequency).

2) The obfuscation key is generated at the output of the

LFSR.

3) During the first λ scan clock cycles after the reset (λ
is the length of scan chains), the protected obfuscation

key is generated bit by bit based on the shadow chain

and the obfuscation key. During this period, the scan

chains are not obfuscated but their outputs are blocked

with AND gates (masked to ZERO).

4) At the λth scan clock cycle, the protected obfuscation

key settles down.

After these steps, all the test patterns and responses will

be scrambled based on the protected obfuscation key. The

DOS promises all the security guarantees (resilience to scan

flush and mode-reset attempts, no key inference from XOR

locations, etc.) of static scan obfuscation. In addition, reset-

ting attacks will not work due to the utilization of the shadow

scan chain which protects the obfuscation key during a global

reset. The shadow scan chain also protects from differential

attacks [75], as the first SO pattern is all 0’s. Furthermore, as

the key is updated periodically, there is a limited time window

for any attack to retrieve a key before it is updated.
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FIGURE 15: Dynamically Obfuscated Scan [74].

C. ATTACKS ON OBFUSCATED CIRCUITS WITH
RESTRICTED SCAN
Shortly after the introduction of the first studies on a secure

scan chain in the presence of the logic obfuscation, new stud-

ies demonstrate the feasibility of engaging the SAT attack on

circuits even while the access to the scan chain is restricted.

When the access to the scan chain is blocked/obfuscated, the

adversary access would be limited to PI/PO. Hence, s(he) has

to deal with a fully sequential circuit. Since the SAT attack

is only applicable to the combinational circuits, the attacks

in this category, which are referred to as sequential SAT
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attacks, try to convert each circuit to its combinational coun-

terpart, and then applies the SAT attack. This preprocessing

step could be done using unfolding/unrolling with a specific

depth. In fact, the adversary would unroll the obfuscated

(sequential) circuit by up to u times. The u times unrolled

circuit takes in u input patterns and producing u outputs.

Also, there are formal verification methods, such as model

checking techniques that would be able to formulate the miter

circuit (for finding the distinguishing input) for the sequential

circuit with a specific depth.

1) Primitive Sequential SAT Attack
The sequential SAT was first introduced in [17], which only

requires access to the PI/PO. The overall procedure of this at-

tack is shown in Algorithm 1. Similar to the SAT attack, it has

an iterative process for pruning the search space. However,

due to the restricted access to the internal registers, rather

than finding a discriminating input pattern in each iteration, it

finds a sequence of inputs X denoted as discriminating input

sequence (XDIS) that can generate two different outputs for

two different keys.

In the sequential SAT attack described in Algorithm 1,

C(X,K, Y ) refers to the obfuscated circuit producing output

sequence Y using input sequence X and key vector K,

and CBlackBox(X) refers to the output sequence of the

activated/unlocked circuit for the same input sequence. After

transforming the obfuscated circuit to a circuit SAT (Model)

problem, the attack instantiates a bounded model checker

(BMC) to find the XDIS . After the discovery of each XDIS ,

the model is updated with a new condition to make sure

that the next pair of keys, that will be discovered in the

subsequent attack iterations, produce the same output for

previously discovered XDIS . This process continues until

no further XDIS is found within the boundary of b. After

reaching the boundary, the algorithm checks three criteria to

determine if the attack can be terminated:

Algorithm 1 Sequential Attack on Obfuscated Circuits [17]

1: b = initial_boundary, Terminated = False;
2: Model = C(X,K1, Y1) ∧ C(X,K2, Y2) ∧ (Y1 �= Y2);
3: while not Terminated do
4: while (XDIS ,K1,K2) ← BMC(Model, b) = T do
5: Yf ← CBlackBox(XDI);
6: Model = ∧ C(XDIS ,K1, Yf ) ∧ C(XDIS ,K2, Yf );

7: if UC(Model, b)∨CE(Model, b)∨UMC(Model) then
8: Terminated;

9: b = b+ boundary_step;

Unique Completion (UC): This criterion checks for the

uniqueness of the key found by the algorithm. If there is only

a single key that satisfying all previous DISes, the attack is

successfully terminated, and the key is the correct one.

Combinational Equivalence (CE): If there is more than

one key that agrees with all previously found XDIS , the

attack checks the combinational equivalency of the remaining

keys. In this step, the input/output of FFs are considered

as pseudo primary outputs/inputs allowing the attacker to

treat the circuit as combinational. The resulting circuit is

subjected to a SAT attack, and if the SAT solver fails to

find a different output or next state for two different keys,

it concludes that all remaining keys are correct and the attack

terminates successfully.

Unbounded Model Check (UMC): If both UC and CE

fail, the attack checks the existence of a DIS for the remaining

keys using an unbounded model checker. This is an exhaus-

tive search with no limitation on bound (or the number of

unrolls). If no DIS is discovered, the existing set of DIS is a

complete set, and the attack terminates. Otherwise, the bound

is increased and previous steps are repeated.

Although this primitive sequential SAT attack is able

to break the obfuscated circuit locked by encrypt flip-flop

(EFF), it is only applicable to static scan chain obfuscation.

Hence, it is not applicable on LFSR-based DOS architecture

that periodically updates the key using a LFSR. Also, this se-

quential SAT attack runs into the scalability issues as it relies

on two sub-routines which are in PSPACE and NP, thereby,

failing to terminate for even moderately small circuits, which

contain only a few thousand gates.

2) KC2

The work in [18], improved and accelerated the primitive

sequential SAT attack [17] via implementing several tweaks

in the attack procedure. KC2 combines a traditional se-

quential SAT attack [17] with several dynamic optimiza-

tion techniques to implement a faster deobfuscation method.

This technique uses incremental SAT solving along with

BDD/SAT-based key condition sweeping, conversion of key-

conditions to BDDs, and negative key-condition crunch-

ing while avoiding unnecessary clause inflation to boost a

speedup in decryption times of up to two orders of magnitude

in comparison to sequential SAT attack [17].

Although KC2 demonstrates the run-time speedup by two

orders of magnitude, further investigation on still small cir-

cuits shows that this technique also runs into the scalability

issue, particularly while the number of DISes increases.

3) ScanSAT on Both Static and Dynamic Obfuscation

Similar to the primitive sequential SAT attack, ScanSAT [21]

is based on the insight that the complex u-cycle transforma-

tion of scan obfuscation could be formulated by generating

an unfolded/unrolled combinational (1-cycle transformation)

equivalent counterpart of the scan-obfuscated circuit. The ob-

fuscation modules on the scan path become part of the resul-

tant combinational circuit, which effectively is an obfuscated

circuit with key gates at the pseudo-primary inputs/outputs

of the circuit. The obfuscated circuit equivalent of a generic

scan-obfuscated circuit in Fig. 16(a) is provided in Fig. 16(b),

where the obfuscation on the stimulus and the response are

modeled separately as combinational blocks driven by the

same scan obfuscation key. In general, ScanSAT models

the obfuscated scan chains as a logic-locked combinational

circuit, paving the way for the application of the powerful
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SAT attack to reveal the key (sequence), unlocking the scan

chains, and thus, restoring access to the oracle.

In addition to de-obfuscating the statically scan-obfuscated

circuit, ScanSAT is also able to be applied on dynamically

scan-obfuscated circuit that is locked by DOS architecture.

Since after successfully reverse engineering, the LFSR struc-

ture, and its polynomial are known to the adversary, finding

the seed and update frequency parameter (p), that is the only

secret in DOS architecture, would lead to deriving all the keys

that are dynamically generated on the chip.

A simple method to identify p is to apply the same

stimulus pattern repeatedly from the SI, and observe the

response through the SO. The point is that after p capture

operations, by repeatedly applying the same stimulus, the

response would be different because of the updated key; thus,

most likely, there will be a noticeable change in the observed

response, helping detect the update operation on the key.

After finding p, the same approach that were used for static

scan obfuscation would be used in this case. The difference

now is that the SAT attack could be executed for at most p
iterations (after p iterations, the key is updated). If more than

p DIPs are required to identify a dynamic key, the SAT attack

needs to be terminated prematurely upon p DIPs. Another

SAT attack must be executed subsequently to identify the

next dynamic key in the sequence still within p iteration.

Since the updated key is generated by the LFSR whose

polynomial is known for the adversary, independent SAT

attack runs on each dynamic key reveals partial information

of the seed; thus, the information from independent SAT

attack runs by gradually gathering information about the seed

in every run, and finally by incorporating into the ScanSAT

model, the relationship between the seed and the keys would

be revealed.

D. YET ANOTHER DYNAMIC SCAN OBFUSCATION:
DYNAMIC ENCRYPT FLIP-FLOP
As a countermeasure against ScanSAT attack, dynamic en-

crypt flip-flop (EFF-Dyn) [76] combines scan obfuscation

approach from EFF [32] and a PRNG, to introduce dynamic-

ity in the design. In EFF-Dyn, during either functional mode

or the capture operation in test mode (scan enable (SE) signal
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FIGURE 16: Converting an Obfuscated Scan Chain to its Combinational
Counterpart [21].

is low), the scan obfuscation key that is stored in the tpNVM

controls the key gates. During testing, an externally provided

test key is expected. When this test key matches the scan

obfuscation key, the key gates receive this correct key during

the shift operations (SE signal is high) as well; and in case of

a mismatch, however, the PRNG that updates the key in every

clock cycle controls the key gates dynamically. The overall

structure of EFF-Dyn has been illustrated in Fig. 17.

Although EFF-Dyn introduces a new countermeasure

against scanSAT as the state-of-the-art attack on logic obfus-

cation with restricted scan access, the biggest issue in this

model of defense is that it is assumed the tester must be

trusted party to have the actual key for testing. However, in

many cases for many high-tech companies, this assumption is

not valid. Hence, it could not be counted as a reliable solution

for them.

Comparator
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if TK �= SK ⇒ PK

FIGURE 17: Dynamic Encrypt Flip-Flop (EFF-Dyn) [32].

E. DYNUNLOCK ATTACK: BREAKING DYNAMIC
ENCRYPT FLIP-FLOP
Similar to LFSR, the structure of PRNG and its polyno-

mial would be known for the adversary after successfully

reverse engineering. So, if the adversary could recover the

seed of the PRNG, the generated key sequence would be

revealed. Hence, similar to the ScanSAT, a new attack called

DynUnlock [77] introduces a similar approach to show how

it is possible to find the seed of the PRNG in EFF-Dyn.

With the secret seed known, the adversary can gain scan

access without the knowledge of the scan obfuscation key; an

arbitrary test key can be used to leave the scan access control

to the PRNG, which can be easily modeled by the adversary

as long as its seed is known.

With assuming that the structure of PRNG is similar to

an LFSR in DynUnlock, as shown in Fig. 18, it first starts by

reverse-engineering the LFSR circuit and obtaining the equa-

tions corresponding to each clock cycle. Next, it determines

the location of key gates inserted between the SFFs. Then

it models this sequential logic circuit into a combinational

circuit with SFFs replaced with inputs and outputs. Once

modeling is complete the combinational obfuscated counter-

part circuit, with seed bits acting as primary key inputs, is fed

to a SAT solver, which provides a DIP and its corresponding

output pattern. In [77], the authors carry out the attack for just

one capture cycle. To recover more bits, they restart the LFSR

circuit and obtain a new DIP and its corresponding output
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FIGURE 18: Flowchart for the DynUnlock Attack [77].

pattern from the SAT solver, and recover more seed bits.

they repeat the restart step until all the seed bits have been

recovered, or the remaining seed bits can be brute-forced.

F. ENGAGING CRYPTOGRAPHIC MACROS IN SCAN
OBFUSCATION
ScanSAT and DynUnlock demonstrate that adding dynam-

icity into the design by means of predictable modules, such

as LFSR and PRNG, does not add any advantages to guar-

antee the security of the scan chain. Hence, a few recent

studies rely on encrypting the test communication to ensures

the confidentiality of the exchanged messages between the

circuit and the tester. Unlike predictable modules, such as

LFSR and PRNG, that could be analyzed and learned by

the attack, encryption algorithms, and modules like PUF and

TRNG, is not either predictable or breakable. By using the

encryption, any unauthorized communication with the pro-

tected circuit would be failed, and the adversary is no longer

able to intercept and handle the communication [78], [79].

Both block ciphers and stream ciphers have been engaged

and evaluated for scan encryption, and it is shown that the

preferred mechanism for encrypting the scan chain is the

usage of stream ciphers [80], because block ciphers incur

a larger area overhead and have to be adapted to cope with

the serial nature of the exchanged data with the automatic

test equipment (ATE). Nevertheless, more investigation on

stream ciphers shows that this group of ciphers may introduce

vulnerabilities, and for this reason, the implementation of

dedicated countermeasure introduce a larger cost.

VI. BLOCKING THE SCAN CHAIN IN THE PRESENCE OF
LOGIC OBFUSCATION
Recent studies have evaluated the possibility of blocking

the scan chain after activation of the obfuscated circuit.

They show how this mechanism could provide more benefits

compared to both scan chain obfuscation and scan chain

encryption techniques. Scan chain blockage techniques limit
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access to the scan chain. They also have no impact on the

structural test and negligible impact on the functional test

while their overhead is considerably lower than both scan

chain obfuscation and scan chain encryption. In this Section,

we evaluate the state-of-the-art scan blockage techniques

when logic obfuscation is in place to show why moving

towards scan blockage techniques are more promising when

secret assets are stored in the chip.

A. R-DFS: ROBUST DESIGN FOR ASSURING THE
TRUST IN LOGIC OBFUSCATION
Scan chain blocking in the presence of logic obfuscation

was first introduced in [34], called robust design-for-security

(R-DFS). R-DFS introduces and proposes a custom scan

(storage) cell, which is denoted as secure cell (SC). The main

aim of SCs is to store the obfuscation key securely. Fig. 19(a)

shows the differences between a regular scan (storage) cell

(RC or SFF) and the proposed SC. SCs are equipped with a

4-to-1 multiplexer (MUX41); thus each SC could operate in

four different modes. As depicted in Table 2, SCs’ operation

mode depends on the SE pin and the new pin called Test.
Each SC is added to store one bit of the obfuscation key. The

key values could be loaded into SCs either directly from tp-

NVM (actual key, {Test, SE} = {0, 0}, mode M0) or the SI

(dummy/actual key, {Test, SE} = {1, 1}, mode M2). The

overall structure of scan chains in R-DFS is shown in Fig.

19(b). The scan chains are constructed by stitching the SCs

with regular SFFs (RCs). The SCs can keep their values in

modes M1a and M1b. The only difference between the M1a

and M1b mode is the value of the SE pin that determines the

shift/capture mode in RCs/SFFs. Both of the M1a and M1b

modes allow the SCs to be bypassed (preserving their values)

when the SFFs are in shift/capture mode.

Stitching SCs and RCs allows accomplishing the structural

(a.k.a. manufacturing fault) test with no issue. To do that in

R-DFS, the Test pin must be 1, allowing the shift and capture

operations to be carried in modes M2 and M1b respectively,

giving unrestricted access to the scan. Hence, the tester could
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TABLE 2: Modes of Operation in Secure Cell (SC) [34].

Test SE Mode Description

0 0 M0
The circuit is in functional mode. Actual keys from
tpNVM applies to the Logic (Correct Functionality).

0 1 M1a The SCs hold their previous value. Based on the value
1 0 M1b of SE, SFFs are in capture/shift mode.

1 1 M2
The SCs become part of the scan chain. Actual/Dummy
keys from SI for structural testing.

load any key (e.g. generated by ATPG tool), to initiate all

storage units (SCs and RCs/SFFs) to the initial value, and

carry out the structural test. For functional test on the other

hand, the correct key (actual key) is loaded from tpNVM

into SCs using the mode M0 ({Test, SE} = {0, 0}). Then,

the initial state is loaded into the SFF in mode M1a, with

no change on the key value in SCs. But, in R-DFS, after

switching to mode M0, since the actual key is loaded into

the DUT, to avoid any form of leakage, or break scan-based

attack, all scan out (SO) pins will be blocked. So, the tester

has to observe the response through the PO in mode M0.

To block SO pins after loading the actual key (after switch-

ing to mode M0), a blockage circuitry has been introduced

in R-DFS. Fig. 19(b) shows the blockage circuitry, which

blocks/masks the SOs upon a switch from functional mode

(mode M0 that loads the actual key into SCs) to test mode

(mode M2 that supports the shift operation). Hence, after

loading the actual key in mode M0, SO will no longer be

accessible. It will also remove the possibility of SAT attack,

in which access to the SO is required. Additionally, it limits

the adversary’s attack option to the far weaker and non-

scalable sequential attacks [17], [18].

B. SHIFT-AND-LEAK ATTACK ON R-DFS
Although SO pins will be blocked in R-DFS after switching

to mode M0, the availability of shift operation still reveals a

leakage possibility in this countermeasure. The introduction

of shift-and-leak attack [19] shows that there is a valid key

leakage possibility in R-DFS that allows the adversary to

observe and extract the logic obfuscation key using PO.

This attack exploits (1) the availability of the shift operation

through the scan, and (2) the capability of reading out the

PO through chip pin-outs in the functional mode. Fig. 20

illustrates a simple example of how the new shift-and-leak

attack could retrieve the key when R-DFS is in place. The

steps of a shift-and-leak attack are as follows:

1) Identify leaky cells (LCs) that can leak info onto a PO

(propagateable and sensitizable).

2) Insert a stuck-at-fault at the chosen LC candidate.

3) Propagate the fault onto a PO (SCs set to unknown

X ′s). If it fails to propagate, it rules out this LC and

repeats steps 1 and 2.

4) Power up the chip in mode M0 to load the correct key

into SCs.

5) Switch to mode M1a (SCs hold value) and shift in d-

bit reverse-shifted of the leak condition into the scan.

The value of d is the scan distance between the targeted

SC and the chosen LC.

6) Switch to mode M2 (SCs are in the scan), and perform

d-bit shift to have the leak condition in place and the

key in chosen LC.

7) Clocklessly switch to mode M0 and observe the PO, to

leak the content of the LC, i.e., the target key bit.
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FIGURE 20: Example of Shift-and-Leak Attack on R-DFS [19].

To make the attack scalable, especially when the number

of SCs increases, ATPG may fail to find a leak condition for

the chosen LC. This challenge is also addressed in shift-and-

leak attack by exploiting the conventional SAT attack [7]. So,

a pre-processing step was added to the shift-and-leak attack,

in which the logic cone was treated as a locked combinational

circuit considering SFFs as the primary inputs and SCs as the

key inputs. The pre-processing phase (which resembles the

steps of the conventional SAT attack) is launched as follows:

1) Extract the combinational fan-in cones of the PO.

2) Obtain a Discriminating Input (DIP) from the SAT tool

on the extracted circuit.

3) Power on the IC in mode M0 (SCs capture the actual

key).

4) Switch to M1a (SCs hold their values), and shift in the

obtained DIP from the SAT tool to the SFFs.

5) Clocklessly switch to mode M0 and observe the PO

(eval of the SAT attack). Then, go to step 2 until no

more DIP found.

By using this mechanism, the shift-and-leak attack is able

to reveal the logic obfuscation key through the POs.

C. MR-DFS: MODIFIED ROBUST DESIGN FOR
SECURITY TO RESIST AGAINST SHIFT-AND-LEAK
As a countermeasure, to defeat the shift-and-leak attack, and

to re-assure the trust in logic obfuscation, the work in [19]

proposes a modified version of robust design-for-security
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architecture (denoted as mR-DFS in this paper) with a slight

modification to the R-DFS. As discussed previously, the

availability of shift operation still reveals a leakage possibil-

ity in the R-DFS architecture. The shift operation is provided

using mode M1a. Hemce, in mR-DFS, this mode is blocked.

Also, to avoid any other form of leakage, after switching to

mode M0, it is not possible to re-enable any shift mode in the

scan chain. To do that, as shown in Fig. 21, they build a shift

disable (SD) signal, such that when Test = 1, SD follows

SE. But, after the first capture of the actual key, i.e. when

there is a positive transition on the Test or when the Test is

low, SD becomes ALWAYS ZERO. It helps to block the shift

operation after that. So, there is no longer a mode where SCs

can be bypassed, retaining their values, while SFFs can be

loaded/shifted.

D. MR-DFS ARCHITECTURAL DRAWBACKS
The mR-DFS can address the leakage possibility in R-DFS

using shift disable (SD) signal. However, the work in [20]

illustrates that the proposed shift disable (SD) signal in mR-

DFS poses some new challenges for design and implementa-

tion flow, as well as test and debug process, including (1) high

functional test time, (2) necessity of duplicating SCs, and

(3) the possibility of re-enabling shift using leaky glitches.

For instance, regarding the high functional test time, since

shift operation is no longer available after activation, to do

functional test on a DUT with mR-DFS architecture, each test

pattern requires a separate key load before observing the POs.

This makes the functional test time significantly higher than

usual. Also, with re-enabling the shift operation using the

glitches, the work in [20] shows that the leakage possibility

in mR-DFS is not resolved yet.

E. KT-DFS: KEY-TRAPPED DESIGN FOR SECURITY
Due to the architectural drawbacks in mR-DFS, the work in

[20] introduces a new scan blockage mechanism which is

called key-trapped DFS (kt-DFS). In kt-DFS as illustrated

in Fig. 22(a), the scan chain(s) of the SCs are completely

decoupled from the scan chain(s) of the SFFs/RCs. Also,

the SCs’ chain outputs are permanently blocked to avoid any

form of the leakage.

To guarantee the security of SCs against any form of leak-

age, a new secure cell has been re-designed and introduced in

kt-DFS, called 1-way secure cell (1wSC). Fig. 22(b) depicts

the details of 1wSC. Each 1wSC has two internal storage

elements: a scan-connected storage (denoted as FF1), and a
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trap storage (denoted as FF2). The scan-connected storage

could be used to shift values in and out of the 1wSC or into

the trap storage. However, the value of the trap storage cannot

be shifted out, and is only connected to its corresponded key

gate. The transfer of key value from FF1 to FF2 takes place

after setting REG = 1 and SE = 0, which is called register
mode. Registration of the key into trap storage takes place

on the rising edge of the clock input of the FF2, which is a

function of REG and SE. Also, this condition is used as the

RESET condition of all FF1s to clear their values.

In kt-DFS, the keys could be loaded into 1wSC from either

tpNVM or scan-in (SI). Hence, the tester would be able to

carry out the structural test by loading the desired key using

SI. But, since the scan chain(s) of 1wSCs are decoupled in

kt-DFS, two extra dedicated scan-enable and scan-in pins are

used for the scan chain(s) of the SCs, called KSE and KSI
respectively.

The behavior of 1wSC is controlled using two pins, called

REG and SE. As captured in Table 3, based on these two

pins, a 1wSC can be operated in three main modes. Similar

to R-DFS and mR-DFS, a blockage circuitry is required to

block the SO after the first attempt of key loading from the

tpNVM. To support the operational modes in the kt-DFS, a

new blockage circuitry is designed. In kt-DFS, the SO must

be blocked after loading the actual keys into FF2s. When

KSE is low, the FF1 is fed using tpNVM. Hence, KSE
is used to mask the SO. Note that the actual key would

be loaded into FF2 when REG = 1 and SE = 0 (register

mode). However, before this condition, the tester has to load

the actual key into FF1s while the KSE is low. Hence, by

only considering KSE = 0 as the blocking condition, the

register-mode is also covered. Accordingly, the SO would

be no longer available when KSE becomes low. Although

using these extra pins allows the designers to avoid any forms

of leakage in kt-DFS architecture, engaging these extra pins

will incur a significant impact on the PnR stage and die size

of the chip.
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TABLE 3: Modes of Operation in kt-DFS [20]

REG SE Mode Description

0 0
M0 FF2 must have the key*.

(Functional Mode) FF1 could capture the key*.

0 1
M1 FF1 could capture the key*.

(Shift Mode)

1 0
M2 FF2 are fed from FF1.

(Register Mode) FF1 will be reset to ZERO. Chain is erased.

1 1
M3 FF1 could capture the key*.

(Shift Mode)

* Based on KSE, actual/dummy key could be loaded from tpNVM/KSI
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F. DISORC: ORACLE DISHONESTY WITH SCAN
BLOCKAGE: KEY-TRAPPED DESIGN FOR SECURITY
In the most recent study, DisORC [36], the scan chain block-

age is combined with a new concept called dishonesty of

the oracle. The overall structure of DisORC is illustrated in

Fig. 23. Similar to kt-DFS, DisORC follows decoupling of

SCs’ chains and that of RCs/SFFs. The main aim of DisORC

is to block the SO pins immediately after the first positive

transition in SE pin. It is accomplished by using corrupt
signal generated by corrupt signal circuitry. When corrupt is

1, key-select circuitry loads the user key (from the JTAG), as

the new key, into the key registers, guaranteeing that there is

no actual key in the DUT when the shift operation is enabled.

So, the new key can corrupt the functionality (the oracle).

Also, a counter-based scan block circuitry is designed, to

guarantee that there is no leakage after switching to shift

mode. DisORC can accomplish the in-field functional test

using PI/PO. However, as discussed in Section II, carrying

out the functional test through PI/PO might significantly af-

fect test time and complexity. So, to have a high performance

and efficient functional testing, a trusted party must have the

correct key to perform the functional test.

G. COMPARISON OF SCAN BLOCKAGE TECHNIQUES
Table 4 provides a top view comparison between different

scan blockage techniques in the presence of logic obfusca-

tion. The overall structure of these techniques is almost the

same, which relying on new secure cell and new blockage

circuitry. However, DisORC opens a new direction with the

introduction of oracle dishonesty, which makes the adversary

capabilities more limited compared to other blockage tech-

niques.

We compare the overhead in terms of logic and physical

overhead. Regarding the logic overhead, logic count-based

overhead has been provided in Table 4. Based on the over-

all architecture of these techniques demonstrated in Figs.

19, 21, 22, and 23, it seems that the 1wSC in the kt-DFS

has two storage units and has a larger footprint compared

to the other techniques. However, all other techniques also

require two FFs per each key bit. For instance, in DisORC as

demonstrated in Fig. 23, key registers in key-select circuitry

are directly connected to tpNVM (through MUXes). But,

connecting all key registers directly to tpNVM requires an

ultra-wide memory that provides all bits (key bits) at once

(one clock cycle) using only a single-clock read operation.

This assumption is almost impossible particularly while the

size of the key is in order of hundreds to thousands of key

bits. So, engaging a wrapper built using temporary registers

(FFs) to load (shift in) the key into them (from tpNVM) at

power ON, then connecting each key register in key-select

circuitry to its corresponding temporary register (FFs), is re-

quired. These temporary registers are scan-connected storage

(denoted as FF1) in 1wSC. Hence, the number/structure of

key storage in all techniques is also similar.

Based on the gate count demonstrated in Table 4, kt-DFS

requires less number of gates than other techniques. How-

ever, as listed in physical overhead, kt-DFS requires more ex-

tra pins, which significantly enhances the complexity of PnR,

and it also affects the die size. Also, R-DFS and mR-DFS

stitch all register in the same scan chains. However, kt-DFS

and DisORC decouple scan chains of the key register that

might have an impact on the PnR and optimization stages.

VII. DISCUSSION AND OPPORTUNITIES
Although the scan chain architecture is an integral part of

almost all ICs that would be used for test/debug purposes,

the state-of-the-art attacks on crypto systems and particularly

obfuscated circuits, such as scan-based side-channel attacks,

the SAT attack, and leaking-based attacks, show that having

a secure scan chain architecture is indispensable while the

sensitive data is stored in the chip. As of now, as discussed

previously, three main categories, i.e. scan chain obfuscation,

scan chain encryption, and scan chain blockage, are available

to be engaged to resist against the existing threats. Table 5

compares the most well-known solutions of each category

in terms of security (resilience against the existing attacks),

the overhead and design/implementation complexity, and

testability overhead/complexity.

As shown in Table 5, many of the existing approaches

suffer from a big shortcoming. All manipulation mecha-

nisms have been implemented based on the fact that reverse-

engineered netlist could not be extracted by the adversary;

however, recent achievements on successfully reverse en-

gineering invalidates this assumption, and make them al-
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TABLE 4: Major Differences between Different Scan Blockage Techniques in terms of Overhead / Test / Security.

Circuit R-DFS [34] mR-DFS [19] kt-DFS [20] DisORC [36]

Mechanism
New Secure Cell New Secure Cell New Secure Cell New Blockage Circuitry

+ New Blockage Circuitry + Blockage Circuitry + Disabling Shift + New Blockage Circuitry + Oracle Dishonesty + Key Selection
+ Stitching Secure Cells with SFFs + Stitching Secure Cells with SFFs + Decoupling Secure Cells from SFFs + Key from Extra pin + Disabling Shift + JTAG Key

Suggested
SLL [4] RLL [3] SLL [4] new TRLL [36]

Obfuscation

(2K + 1)×FFs (2K + 4)×FFs (2K + 1)×FFs (2K + log(M) + 1)×FFs
Logic (K)×MUX41 (K)×MUX41 (1)×MUX21 (K)×MUX21
(Gate-Level) (4)×INV1 (11)×INV1 (3)×INV1 (4)×INV1
Overhead (M + 1)×OR2 (M + 2)×OR2 & (2)×NOR2 (M + 1)×OR2 (M + 2)×OR2

(1)×AND2 (4)×AND2 (1)×AND2 (log(M) + 4)×AND2 & (1)×NAND2

Physical ONE extra pin ONE extra pin THREE extra pin ONE extra pin (JTAG key)

Overhead Efficient PnR+ Efficient PnR+ Non-Efficient PnRo Non-Efficient PnRo

Manufacturing Test Supported � Supported � Supported � Supported �

Functional Test Through POs � High-Performance at Trusted ∗ Through POs � High-Performance at Trusted ∗

Attacked by Shift and Leak [19] Glitch-based Shift and Leak [20] None None

K: Size of the Key Input M : Number of Scan Chains +: Key scan chain is not decoupled o: Key scan chain is decoupled
∗: Scan chain access is required to load the initial state of different macros (IP) (Section II) .

TABLE 5: Comparison of Secure Scan Chain Architectures in Terms of Security, Testability Time/Complexity, and Overhead.

Defense Attacked by
Logic

Test/Implementation Issues

Overhead
Limitation Time

Flipped [58] Reseting/Flushing SFFs [59] Very Low Vulnerable to RE Low

XOR-based [59] XOR Positioning [60] Very Low Vulnerable to RE Low

Manipulation double-XOR [60] XOR Positioning [61] Very Low Vulnerable to RE Low

rXOR [61] No Guarenteed Security of the PUF High Vulnerable to RE Low

SDSFF [62] Sequential (Unrolling+SAT) and BMC-based [17] Low Vulnerable to RE Low

Scramble [63] ScanSAT Attack [21] Moderate Trusted Tester w/ Correct Key+ Low

Test Key Integration [64], [66] Sequential (Unrolling+SAT) and BMC-based [17] Moderate Trusted Tester w/ Correct Key+ Low

Mirror key [55] Partial Protection on Scan Chain Moderate
Trusted Tester w/ Correct Key+

Low
Low Coverage

Obfuscation Sub-chain [67], [68] Differential Attack [81] Moderate Trusted Tester w/ Correct Key+ Low

Partial Scan [70], [71] Partial Protection on Scan Chain High
Trusted Tester w/ Correct Key+

Low
Low Coverage

Encrypt-FF [32] Sequential SAT Attack, ScanSAT Attack [21] Low NO limit Low

Dynamically Obfuscated Scan [74] ScanSAT Attack [21] High NO limit Low

Dynamic-EFF [35] DynUnlock Attack [77] Moderate Trusted Tester w/ Correct Key+ Low

Encryption
SEBC [79] NONE Very High NO limit High

SESC [78] NONE High NO limit Very High

Robust-DFS [34] Shift & Leak Attack [19] Moderate ONE extra Test Pin Low

Blockage modifed Robust-DFS [19] Glitch & Leak Attack [20] Moderate Key Re-Init + ONE extra Test Pin Very High

key-trapped-DFS [20] NONE Moderate THREE extra Test Pins Low

DisORC [36] NONE Moderate Trusted Tester∗ + ONE extra Test Pin (JTAG) Low

Trusted Tester w/ Correct Key+: the test facility must be trusted. To accomplish the test phase, the test facility requires to know the correct key value.
∗ For better efficacy in terms of functional test time/complexity, the scan access is required (to load initial (internal) state of different macros (IPs)).

ready broken after reverse engineering. Hence, all of them

are not resilient against those attacks that assumed that the

adversary has access to the successfully reverse-engineered

netlist. Amongst a wide variety of logic obfuscation solu-

tions, dynamic-based obfuscation, i.e. DOS [74] and Dyn-

EFF [35], are in the better condition. However, recent studies

on the possibility of recovering PRNG/LFSR structure de-

scribe in both scanSAT [21] and DynUnlock [77] reveals the

vulnerability of these solutions.

As shown in Table 5, although encryption-based scan

chain architecture provides guaranteed security against the

state-of-the-art attacks, this breed of architectures suffer from

ultra-high overhead incurred by the encryption/decryption

module. Also, since for test/debug purposes, all commu-

nications to/from the chip must be secured, the test time

would be increased considerably. As of today, the existing

blockage mechanisms provide more advantages compared to

other categories, in terms of overhead and robustness. Also,

the structural (manufacturing fault) test could be handled

with full scan access, and only the functional test must be
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done through PO after activation. Hence, the test limitation is

minimized in this group of solutions. Also, fully blocking the

scan chain after activation eliminates the possibility of any

form of attack on this group of solutions which makes them

more reliable compared to other categories.

The introduction of oracle dishonesty in DisORC [36] has

opened a new direction in secure scan chain architectures.

DisORC shows how an oracle could be turned into a dishon-

est reference whenever a potential attack is detected. Turning

the oracle into a dishonest one with an advanced architecture

like DisORC could be an open direction for further studies,

which provides enhanced security at lower overhead and less

test compromising.

Having direct access and reading the electrical signals on a

chip is a big challenge against any security countermeasures,

which recently received a lot of attention [82]. One approach

to combat these threats is the exploit of randomness, such

as randomizing initialization and using register with ran-

dom initial values within the test/scan components. Hence,

the design and implementation of test/scan components that

support such randomization to combat physical accesses

require more evaluation. Similarly, hardware Trojan insertion

could undermine logic obfuscation techniques. Few recent

studies have investigated hardware Trojan attacks on logic

obfuscation [83]. Designing a new test/scan structure that

could detect unauthorized test access (such as test access by

activated hardware Trojan) is mandatory in this case. This is

an open research area that requires more attention to combat

this breed of threats.

Limiting access to the scan chain results in emerging more

advanced attacks on logic locking that only require access to

PI/PO, such as unrolling-based SAT and BMC-based sequen-

tial de-obfuscation [17], [18]. However, these attacks rely on

the fact that the system clock is synchronized, and all regis-

ters will be updated at the same time. So, few recent studies

investigate the possibility of invalidating this synchronicity

using latch-based logic obfuscation or asynchronous circuits

[84], [85]. However, these clock-gating and asynchronous

architectures for obfuscation purposes have opened a new

direction that still requires more investigation on their ca-

pabilities and limitations, particularly testability and their

robustness against different threat models.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Although the access to the scan chain of ICs is mandatory

for testability/debugging, it raises big questions about the

security of the chips, particularly when there exist security

information in it, such as the symmetric/asymmetric key

of cryptographic algorithms and logic obfuscation key. In

this paper, we reviewed all solutions and countermeasures

introduced to build a secure scan chain architecture. We first

demonstrated that some preliminary mechanisms have been

introduced to secure the scan chain when the cryptographic

modules are in place. Then, we showed that many of these

approaches relied on a very limited threat model. We then

described and summarized solutions and countermeasures in-

troduced when logic obfuscation is in place and the adversary

threat model is much stronger. In general, all solutions could

be categorized as a manipulation, obfuscation, encryption,

or blockage technique targeting the scan chain to make it

invulnerable against the state-of-the-art attacks. We evaluated

all secure scan chain architectures in terms of security and

the resiliency, testability/debugging time and complexity, and

area/power/delay overhead.
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